
     Lexington Avenue

     It's three in the morning on the Lexington Avenue Line, and I sit, tired and alone. My eyes 

heavy already, the local train to East Harlem from Brooklyn Bridge will be a fight. I seek 

stamina in the local's line schedule. A voice repeats in my brain: Brooklyn Bridge / Canal / 

Spring / Bleecker / Astor Place / Union Square / 23 / 28 / 33 / Grand Central / 51 / 59 / 

Hunter College. My mind dwindles after Hunter College. I mutter each stop, tasting the iron of 

my chapped lips. Above, the wind over East River courses through each street like a cold vein. 

But below, I am warm, and worn. Looking to the train's window, I notice my reflection: messed 

hair, bruised eyes, the color in my cheeks, and all the while still muttering the line schedule. I 

miss the comfort of New York strangers.

     The train stops at Canal Street. Although the doors hang open, no one boards. I look at the 

newspapers littering my subway car. I bend for one, hoping it will be The New York Times. No 

luck. Forgetting the MTA's Your Litter campaign, I return the paper to the ground. I imagine 

the pages trailing out the subway doors to the tracks and catching fire. The car doors close, and 

I look for another subway advertisement to contemplate.

     My friends hated me that morning for waking early and leaving the hostel alone. Holding 

the subway pole, I stood riding the six downtown with New Yorkers dressed for their jobs in 

offices, awake for their morning commute. I pretended there was something waiting for me 

downtown, too. I rode until 23rd street. Outside, there was rain. I walked with empty hands, as 

others parachuted with their umbrellas around me. With the Flatiron behind me at Madison 

Square Park, I fed my croissant to the friendly wild, and read my phone texts in the drizzle: 

"Where are you, crazy?"



     The train stops at Bleecker Street, but few board. The automated, subway voice announces 

transfers to the D and F train, Brooklyn-bound. The previous few days, I had bothered my 

friends for a trip to Brooklyn. I wanted a view of New York that wasn't Manhattan. Each time 

before, the buildings loomed and fell atop me. I feared them, but would still arch backward for 

the view. But now, meager and unthreatening, they had lost their wonder. I wanted them to 

tower higher over me, obstructing any glimpse of the sky. I wanted to feel engulfed again. 

     Leaving Union Square, my car fills with a few others. I try not to look at them, but am 

charmed by their alertness. I am tired, and I look it, but they are somehow different. I felt this 

same distinction the day before on a train to Brooklyn, riding back with a friend. We sat 

together, as the train gained and lost people to the platforms. Our car had few riders, but soon 

filled with Brooklyn-bound residents. I began to feel tense as the car crowded. We sat in the 

corner of the car, and looked out at the people in it. I had never been a racial minority before.

     We get off. Utica Avenue in Brooklyn was as alive at night as any other street in Manhattan: 

garment sales waded onto sidewalks, vendor lights hung from buildings, pedestrians paused at 

crosswalks, the cold air cut. As we sped trying to find the correct block, my hand plunged to my 

pocket, clenching my wallet. All the while, I looked at the mothers and strollers around me. I 

pelted my mind with reason, but only clung tighter to my wallet. I had found the non-

Manhattan New York I wanted. The result was what I expected, and feared: a share of prejudice 

I couldn't convince myself to shake. I arrived to drop off my friend, and wished for the subway 

station to be closer. I forgot about the cold.

     My grip was eased underwater. As the subway moved beneath East River to Manhattan, I 

felt my anxiety leak away. I took the line uptown on Lexington Avenue, passing Union Square. 

Shifting as the car turned a bend, I finally let go of my wallet.  Thinking back to the nights 



before made me feel more tired. Almost to Grand Central, I am making progress on my ride 

from Brooklyn Bridge to Harlem.

     Now, staring from the train, I look out to the subway tunnel walls. Jerking as the car moves 

around a bend, I am tired, and see only the dark. I orient myself below the streets of Manhattan. 

From above, each building stacks and crowds on the island. Although the two rivers frame the 

borough, I see them flowing out forever, flooding the rest of New York and New Jersey. 

Manhattan is a continent. I see it hanging like a bulb against the night of the tunnel wall. It is the 

world. As the car brakes at the next stop in the schedule, I try to remember my car isn't alone on 

the subway train. 

     The line continues past Hunter College to the Upper East Side. The streets begin to climb into 

the hundreds, as I edge closer to East Harlem. I feel for my wallet and take it from my pocket. I 

can feel it thinning from the days in the city, and the Metro-card flares from the wallet fold. I 

stare at its black magnetic strip, seeing the wear from the week's constant swipes. I flip the card 

to its back and notice for the first time the Train of Thought quote. As I near 116th street, I read 

the Tempest line over and over. The train stops and I return the subway pass to my wallet, 

exiting the car's doors. 

O wonder!
How many goodly creatures are there here!
How beauteous mankind is! O brave new world!
That has such people in it!


